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Millions of species live in jungles and every 

week new species are discovered. The 

youngest rainforest / jungle in the whole 

of  Africa is the Conga Rainforest, which is 

18,000 years old! The oldest jungle in the 

whole world is the Jungle of Borneo, 

which is 130,000,000 years old! In the last 

50 years, Borneo has already lost half of 

its jungle, from humans cutting it down.              

Borneo-



Gorillas are hunted for bush meat, and are 

therefore critically endangered.  Did you 

know, some gorillas that are in captivity 

use sign language to communicate with 

humans!? Another endangered animal is 

the worlds largest  land animal, 

elephants. They’re hunted for tusks, 

which people sell for money. Did you 

know, you can tell the Asian and African 

elephant apart by their ears!?



There are twelve different types of Birds Of 

Paradise. One is the Twelve Wired Bird Of 

Paradise. They mainly eat fruit, 

athropods, insects and nectar. One Bird Of 

Paradise attracts females in a very clever 

way. First, it clears its ‘stage’, as the 

females mostly like visiting clean stages. 

Then, it will impress the female by 

performing a dance. It will even change 

its blue eyes to yellow!



The velvet worm has been around since the 

dinosaurs, and can detect its food through 

movement, sound and vibration. But, the 

strangest thing about it is how it catches 

its prey. The velvet worm has glue in it! It 

shoots the glue out and when the glue 

gets on the prey, it’s trapped ! Soon the 

glue will dry and fully envelope the prey. 

Then the velvet worm will eat!



There aren’t just animals in these jungles, 

there are also loads of plants. One type of 

plant is the Picture Plant. There are 39 

different types of Picture Plants, but the 

Gracilis Picture Plant eats ants! Mountain 

shrews lick the sugar off of the Picture 

Plants, until it’s dry. Then, after all the 

sugar, the Mountain Shrew will release 

excrement and this will fertilize the 

Picture Plant!



The Mighty Philippine Eagle is the rarest 

bird of prey in the whole world! They are 

also huge, with wings that are TWO 

METERS! They are also one meter tall! 

WOW! 



Orangutans are becoming very endangered, 
as we are losing 100 orangutans per 

WEEK! This is mainly because we are 

cutting down their habitats for palm oil to 
be planted there instead. Orangutans are 
very clever, some of them can use sticks 
as tools to scoop ants out of holes in 
trees! Baby Orangutans take 10 years to 
become independent, then they can lead 
lives of their own!




